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Cires21’s technology enables rebroadcasting of the
Champions League final in 4K for the first time

Atresmedia rebroadcasted the Champions League final (between Real Madrid
and Juventus) in 4K quality, free-to-air for the first time. It was made possible
thanks to the technology of Cires21, a European company that designs, installs
and maintains professional live streaming platforms.
Atresmedia was the first private TV channel in Spain, and it became a pioneer
once again when was the first to rebroadcast the Champions League final over
the Internet in 4K quality.

The Challenge
The decision was taken barely a month before the final, so
the special device had to be set up in just three weeks. In
this respect, Manuel Cardeñas, Cires21’s Product Director,
points out that Atresmedia is one of the company’s largest
customers. In fact, all the streaming that the TV channel puts
out over the Internet is done using Cires21’s solutions. “To
rebroadcast the Champions League final over the Internet
in 4K they also relied on our services”, which meant that
new equipment had to be configured with the capabilities to
rebroadcast in this quality.

Coordinated teamwork

During the three weeks’ preparation, “the two groups
– from Cires21 and I3television (Grupo Atresmedia) –
worked together to ensure that the configuration and
commissioning of the equipment and management of the
environment resulted in the match being broadcast in 4K”,
explains Cires21’s Product Director.
Cires21 already has customers doing something similar
in this type of rebroadcasting. “Our experience with the
technology enabled us to set up the appropriate pilot in

Atresmedia’s offices and to prepare the equipment required
in the record time of 10 days”, adds Manuel from Cires21. In
this way, the final two weeks were set aside for completing
various tests with I3televisión’s technical team, checking
that everything was going in line with the customer’s
expectations. “There were various options for broadcasting
the match with different configurations. A number were
tested and Atresmedia decided on one of them, which
was the one that went forward, always ensuring that the
complete environment maintained the high availability
required”, confirms Manuel Cardeñas.

Signal complexity

In addition to the time pressure, one of the main challenges
of this project was to compress the signal and to be able to
transmit it without losing one iota of quality.
The 4K signal was transmitted via satellite from Cardiff (the
stadium where the final was played). Atresmedia received
the signal and it was encoded using Cires21’s two sets of
high availability equipment and then sent over the Internet
so that it could be played back on devices that support 4K

content. “There had to be no failures in the rebroadcast.
Everything had to be planned such that no failures would
occur”, explains Cires21’s Product Director.
The challenge was to optimise the TV signal with high
quality 4K video equipment so that it could be viewed on
mobiles and PCs with that same definition and quality. “In
that configuration we had to fine-tune the image quality so
that we did not damage the 4K signal on re-encoding it. We
also had to take account of the problems of encoding sports
content, since it is full of fast-moving images.” You need to
bear in mind that you have to compress the format to be
able to send it in a bandwidth that can reach the viewer’s
mobile without any problems and without loss of quality.

The Solution

The Result
A result on a par with the match

As well as the pressure of working against the clock,
Manuel Cardeñas recognises that the challenge was
immense. “It was the Champions League final. When
you’re broadcasting live under these conditions, there’s no
margin for error”, he adds.
“We had to be on a par with a match like the Champions
League final, which piled more pressure on us”, recognises
Manuel Cardeñas. However, the result of this first 4K
rebroadcast over the Internet of a Champions League
final was a success. “The whole technological deployment
carried out by Cires21 worked to perfection”, points out
Manuel Serrano Rubio, Deputy Director of Operations, IT
Systems and Security of i+3 Televisión.

Two sets of equipment

PTo be able to fulfil this first 4K broadcast, Cires21 opted for
two of its solutions that were the ones ultimately installed
at Atresmedia’s HQ: C21 Live Control and C21 Live Encoder
4K.
Atresmedia thus had two sets of C21 Live Control high
availability equipment, a solution that enabled them to
configure and manage the high availability of the encoders.
For its part, C21 Live Encoder 4K allowed the capture,
processing and encoding of the signals arriving from
Cardiff. In this case, two sets of high availability equipment
were installed in active/active mode. One of them was
responsible for managing the primary signal, whilst the
second was for the backup signal, for ingestion into the
CDNs used by Atresmedia.
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